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Originally drafted: 2015 

Sally: a Climate Change Series 

Sally’s Blues 

You have bills to pay, work to do, your children to see to, and about the politricks running like soap opera on the radio, the 

less said the better, right? You don’t have time to knock up your head about climate change.  

I feel you. That’s how I used to think, until Juan.   

At first he seemed like a good thing. It had been such a long, dry season I was having flashbacks to that time in 1984 when I 

was a girl and the island was so dry the government had to send over to Dominica for water, like the nature island was one 
ever-flowing standpipe. It was a dread, dread, dread, dread time. I could read the desperation on big people face.  

And here we were again, back to holding spots at the standpipe with bucket, back to throwing up water, even those with fancy 

shower, back to praying every day for rain. 

Then there was Juan, the only storm of the hurricane season announced to be heading our way. God know I didn’t have no 
money to deal with nothing called hurricane just then; is just me one trying to make way  for me and my son, and when the 

asthma take him or school fee have to be paid or he outgrow another pair of pants, who checking for that? 

The tax man looking for his cut. Bank only counting their pile-on of fees and insurance only looking for ways not to pay you; 
how you to make your home hurricane-ready when you can barely keep up with the mortgage to keep the blasted thing over 

your head. Like everything natural and unnatural sometimes conspiring to keep people that trying to get up, down.   

But, Juan wasn’t supposed to be no wind-heavy hurricane, just rain. So I wasn’t stressed. Rain was good, good and necessary. 

But then the rain came. And came. And came. 

So much rain, car the size of house wash way, land slip way – nothing, no trees, nothing there to hold it, because you know 
how we love cut down tree in this country, and the house an’ dem, well, water was almost on top of some people’s roofs. 

They had to send out boat like Katrina to rescue people. Here, in Antigua! Imagine! 

And even after the water go down, worries! It was nice to see so much butterfly out and about, haven’t seen so much since I 
was little, it almost make me smile to see them, but the mosquitos, the flies, and whatever else gave me too much grief. 

Look at panic when news start to spread. Chickengunya, zika-mada, however you call it– like they want me bite up my tongue 
bad as the mosquito biting me up. From too little to too much: excess water, untreated and everywhere, dampness in the air. 
I wasn’t surprised when my boy asthma pick then to act up. Be careful what you wish for indeed. 

The scientist girl, one of the ones doing environmental research, mucking about in the village swamp, explain to me that no 
house should ever have been built where we lived. “It’s a natural water catchment” she said as if that mean anything to me, 
ent people have to live somewhere. Too late for that now any way unless they goin’ take up tout monde sam and bagai and 

move them. She say that not out of the question but meantime we need to make sure we don’t do more of the damage that 
cause the problem in the first place. I tell her tell the politicians to put in proper drainage and tell smadee to stop clogging up 
every hole with garbage, but good luck with that.  

“It’s up to you,” she said. “You live here. You’re the one in the pool, and you know what happen when  
pool full up and you can’t swim.”  
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Sally’s Awakening  

The sea isn’t giving up much these days. The mangrove across from my shop used to 

be more. But most of it and the pond where the birds used to gather and baby fish 
used to spawn was destroyed to build the hotel where most of the youngsters from 
the village work – so there’s that, I suppose, work. Don’t get me wrong, all work is 

good work but sometimes I feel like we missing the bigger picture. Anyway, fisheries 
took a hit. Some of the more adventurous, more entrepreneurial ones dived into  
adventure tourism – sport fishing, eco tours. But some of them, some of them that 

don’t know nothing but fish, they flounder, no other way to put it, liming their days 
away while their fish pots and nets stay empty.  

There’s a tree in the yard by my shop where they does be banging dominoes all day, 

with vengeance. Lots of ole talk to go with it, ‘bout politicians and their shenani-
gans, village mêlée, and the university students across the street wading through the 
mangroves in rubber boots. They used to harass the girls, every time they come  

hopping over the rain-widened, and widening, gap at the entrance to the shop. I had 
to tell them to stop ‘lest they run off my paying customers.  

Apart from that I never used to pay the environment girls, as I think of them, much 

mind. But Juan get me worrying, and is so I start asking questions. 

“So what you all doing over there?”  

I remember the girl pause in reaching for a drink from the cooler that first time,  
surprised. I shrugged. Juan did it. And she recover fast fast and ever since been talk-
ing my head off.  

I come to realize the reason birds don’t nest no more, fish don’t grow, and water 
have nowhere to go have a lot to do with what they doing over there in the half dead 
mangrove littered with old appliances.  

 

Sally’s Blues continued 

I laugh my belly full.  

“What’s so funny?”  

“You mean to say if I had learned to swim I wouldn’t ah had to replace all my provisions in the shop, air out everything in my 
house that didn’t have to t’row way, and trust a new TV?”  

CLIMATE CHANGE TRIVIA (NOT TRIVIAL): Low lying coastal areas (e.g. Perry Bay, Green Bay, Lower St. John’s, Lower  
Villa, Lower Fort Road, West Palm Beach, Yorks) have been most vulnerable to storm surge and resulting erosion. The 
southeast of Antigua between English Harbour and St. James is most vulnerable to drought. (Source: Government of Anti-

gua and Barbuda, 2001c cited in National Vulnerabilty Assessment document) 

“The  
climate is 
changing 
but we’re 

still 
here.” 

Sally: a Climate Change Series 
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Sally’s Awakening continued 

 

“The climate is changing but we’re still here”. She sounded so earnest I wanted to hug the poor thing. Imagine, she’s the one 
with her degrees and thing, and I’m pitying her.  

She tell me, weird as it sound, all them bad hurricane is sign that the world heating up. Climate Change she call it. But is not 

long time climate changing? Is not ever since they have bad hurricane? Look at them two that knock down every  
wattle and daub in Antigua back in the ‘50s, look at how David flatten Dominica in ’79, look at wha-wha-Wild Gilbert in  
Jamaica, remember him? All of them was bad and nobody was even talking ‘bout the earth heating up all then. And she tell 

me, yes, but they wasn’t happening so fast, and she making sense ‘cause these years, the Caribbean come like a  
super high way for hurricane. “September all over” my big toe! 

She give me something to think ‘bout. 

And when she tell me how the rise in temperature going be especially trying on people who already have heart or  
breathing issues, I think ‘bout my boy and wasn’t much hesitation after that. 

Right then and there, I decide to do better. I can’t do big things like buy one of them expensive electric car she driving which 

she say save her hundreds every month and save the environment even more. But I could, for one thing, add my voice to the 
conversation. She pull out her phone and pull up a petition she want me to read and sign. A simple thing  
really. The thing say the world heating up and the sea goin’ rise three to six feet – three to six feet! When I’m only 5’10. So is 

self-interest that make me sign it, really. I might not know a Farenheit from a Celsius but I know what get too hot burn, and 
we right in the kitchen.  

I feel good to have my say but that song they had on the petition page, 1.5 to stay alive, like it stick in my head all now and 
don’t wan’ come out. 

CLIMATE TRIVIA (NOT TRIVIAL): The main impacts of climate change on the coastal zone include increased erosion;  

increased submergence and siltation of sea grass beds; coral reef degradation mainly as a result of bleaching; salt water 
getting into the ground water; adverse impacts to human settlements and infrastructure due to increase storm activity; 
destruction and loss mangroves and adverse impact on fisheries. (Source: Government of Antigua and Barbuda, 2001c 

cited in National Vulnerability Assessment document) 

“I come to realize the reason birds don’t nest no more, 
fish don’t grow, and water have nowhere to go have a lot 
to do with what they doing over there in the half dead 
mangrove littered with old appliances.” 

Sally: a Climate Change Series 
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Sally’s Action 

Neighbour supposed to live neighbourly, right? Because like the Short Shirt song say, “the same stick licking the wild goat, the 
same stick licking the tame”. 

Is so I come to call the meetings Wild and Tame. Call them right here at the shop where everybody end up any way. Still,  

wasn’t much people at first despite the barbeque I set up. But I have to give it to my Environment girl; could be one person, 
she talk like is the whole of Sir Vivian Richards stadium.  

Talk about how we could reduce the ridiculous amount we spend on currant – or, as she put it, “the exorbitant cost of our  

energy bills” – by bringing in solar panels; and when one man choopsed that nobody could afford that, she  
acknowledged that it could be tough to get started, tougher still because the financial institutions weren’t stepping up to  

offer affordable loans in that area nor the insurance companies affordable coverage to help people adjust to nature’s  
extremes, but it wasn’t impossible. For instance if the community cooperated and got grant funding or lobbied their  
representative to make the whole village a demonstration project, collectively, we could lasso the power of the sun.  

That’s how the List started. You know how politicians always coming ‘round to offer us two sweetie come election time, well, 
next time they come we going be waiting, with the List in hand; we not looking no handouts. 

And while we wet we han’ and wait for them, we would do what we could –through our community social, educational,  

sporting, religious organizations, and in our homes, cut back on the waste, make use of natural resources, compost to cut back 
on garbage, cut and contrive - that’s always been our way but like we forget.  

One bright young thing, because there always have to be one, jump in with, “you all waste money go to conference  

conference conference, an’ the big country an’ dem choose to do as them please, and suddenly this climate change crisis is on 
likkle we? Even if every last one of us do everything you say, what difference that make.” 

Bright! 

“We go because we can’t afford to throw up our hands in defeat,” she replied. “We go so those who can make a larger impact 
can hear our voices. We go because when the planet becomes inhabitable, where are we then going to go? We do what we 
can, however small, because we have the most to lose –picture this land you call home taken over by the sea as levels  

continue to rise. Just because it won’t come in a single Deep Impact tsunami doesn’t mean you won’t feel it. You saw what 
Juan did. We’re on a fraction of a fraction of a hundred and eight square miles, Barbuda on just 62; do we  
really have the option of covering our eyes and blocking our ears hoping the storm will pass? I don’t think so. There is such a 

thing as an environmental refugee and, assuming you survive, that’s just what you will be. We do what we can because doing 
something is almost always better than doing nothing.”  

What a girl have words, eeeh! Shut him up brap! 

She leave printouts with environmental tips in the shop and I make sure that every household that come to buy  
something get one with their receipt. They can’t say nobody remind them to catch and store water properly – drop in little 

chlorine or bleach, boil the water before they drink it; if they want diarrhea is their look out that.   

I make sure they sign the petition by the door, too, so that the next time our representative come round skinning teeth we can 
present him with The List.  

And I let them know bright and early to walk with their shopping bag like we used to back in the day because Sally’s Shop was 
soon going to be a no plastic bag zone. 

CLIMATE CHANGE TRIVIA (NOT TRIVIAL): When asked in 2015 during the CNN Democratic debate to 

name the greatest national security threat, U.S. Presidential contender Bernie Sanders responded: 
“The scientific community is telling us if we do not address the global crisis of climate change, 
transform our energy system away from fossil fuel to sustainable energy, the planet that we’re 

going to be leaving our kids and our grandchildren may well not be habitable, that is a major  
crisis.” 

Sally: a Climate Change Series 
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Sally and Her Community—All Hands 

In time, Environment girl even won over the fishermen. I think she shock them in to listening that day she walk straight up to 
them, and broke it down. Yes, the resort development in the wetlands was a bonehead move – her words; the approach, she 
agreed, had indeed been high handed and dismissive, and ultimately catastrophic to their livelihoods. Yes, climate change had 

had an impact on the coral reefs, she said, causing bleaching and t’ing; and I’ve never seen a coral reef outside of a tourist 
magazine but I have seen bleaching and that’s not a pretty sight. So if the coral reefs really look so, well! 

But, she let them know, some of it is their fault:  over fishing, improper placement of traps, these were part of the problem 

when it come to the destruction of the coral reefs. They point finger at the pleasure crafts anchoring on the reefs; “them too” 
she said.  

“And what about all the people dumping their garbage over there?”  

“Them, too.” 

They push back hard and she had an answer for everything. “Just like tourism is everybody business” she said “the state of our 

environment is everybody’s fault. We don’t get to sit back and point the finger.”  

Maybe they just wanted to done the talking and get back to their dominoes, but they agree that she have a point. And that’s 
how she rope them into her project to rehabilitate the mangroves and reefs, what was left of them, and maybe bring back 

their livelihood in the process. 

She reason with the farmers too; man like Bishop, who been farming land handed down in his family through generations. She 
made the point that it was a food security issue. When nature strike, is not water one we have to worry ‘bout but food. But 

Bishop done know that.  

“I remember daddy used to grow some pumpkin and watermelon bigger than Big Head head.” Big Head was a sometime  
fisherman who hang ‘round the domino table in my shop yard. His head big in truth. But the lack of water stunt the plant so 

much, Big Head could hold on to his dubious distinction. Also when weather dry, Bishop say he have to fight with the roaming 
livestock to hold on to his already meagre crop, plus the soil don’t have no cover and liable to wash way quicker when likkle 
rain fall. It was like a lose-lose situation and he was frustrated. Who could blame him? 

And Bishop was a responsible farmer – didn’t clear land indiscriminately, didn’t light fire, didn’t use harmful herbicides or  
pesticides. “Can’t grow nothing,” he complained, and Bishop is someone who know about harvesting water and  
irrigation, but what’s left to harvest after months and months of no rain?  He did everything right and still couldn’t catch his 

hand. Couldn’t help but feel for him.  

“What will become of a country that can’t feed itself?” 

“We’ll import like we already do,” someone, probably the same bright one, chip in one time at a Wild and Tame chat-up, and 

all the limers laughed. 

Bishop choopsed.  

“You see that kind of thinking there that don’t have no place in forward looking conversations,” Bishop chastised. “We’re hear 
about securing our future. The way things stand now that future involve farmland lying fallow due to lack of rain or drowning 
due to too much rain; we can’t live in them kinda extremes – you can’t make life if you fighting all the time, in our case 

fighting with nature, and with common sense. No water there but when the standpipe open children 
playing in it and man washing dem car.” 

 

 

 

Sally: a Climate Change Series 
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Sally and Her Community—All Hands concluded 

Bishop become as vocal as her and you could see she was happy to have another ambassador. She and him would discuss what 

kind of plants do better in wet weather, what kind do better in dry weather, what kind of technical assistance was needed to 
help modernize our farms – with better water storage capacity, greenhouses, grant applications, maybe even a way to lobby 
the credit unions for farm friendly loans, revive the water catchments in the area, create linkages between agriculture and 

tourism. The List was getting long. We were going to need more paper. 

CLIMATE CHANGE TRIVIA (NOT TRIVIAL): “Innovation isn’t only about the new, it’s also about the old knowledge and old 
experiences that we have…people today are already suffering from the impacts of poor land management practices. And 

these problems will only get worse unless we do something about it. That’s what our island climate innovators are doing. 
So, tell me, where do you fit in?” (Lia Nicholson TEDx Antigua, 2015) 

 

ABOUT SALLY:  

Sally is an Antiguan woman. She’s not real, but she could be. Resemblance to any person living or 
dead is purely coincidental and her views are her own. The Sally series was written as part of an 
Environmental consultancy. The writer (Joanne C. Hillhouse) was given a free hand to creatively 
explore the issue of climate change from a local perspective. The hope is that Sally gets people 
talking about a global phenomenon that is hitting very close to home. For more on climate action, 
visit http://www.cop21paris.org/about/cop21 
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